Setting up your Digital Workspace? Consider this
The first thing you need to know is, that there is no single product or service that fulfills all document
sharing and collaboration requirements. Rather, you need to consider a number of factors before deciding
what is right for your organization. Here are the main factors you should consider:

Universal Access

Security concerns

Going Public or
Stay Private

Does the solution allow you to share
documents from all the devices you
work with, like desktop computers,
smartphones, tablets, and web
interfaces?

Does the solution provide password
protection, encryption, and document
access control, containerization,
tracking and reporting and centralized
provisioning for setting up document
storage and access rights?

Does the Solution store documents
in a public cloud, private cloud, or on
corporate servers under the control of
central IT?

‘Free’ Cloud services like Dropbox and
Google Drive typically do not. So these
services need to be augmented with a
variety of overlays to make them secure.
However, asking IT to configure and
manage these overlays is what end users
dislike. They want simple, ‘hands-off’
document storage and sharing. Because
once you get IT involved, these solutions
lose their luster. Enterprise Content
Management (ECM) of course provides
much of this out of the box, specifically
for the desktop and web.

This is a complex issue that depends a
lot on legal requirements, the particular
industry, corporate culture and plain
downright pragmatism. Products like
Dropbox and Google Drive are strictly
cloud-based, while AIRworkspace offers
the flexibility to be either; Off-Premise or
On-Premises, including mixed ‘hybrid’
models. For many organizations, a hybrid
model that provides important flexibility
and future proofing should at least
be explored.

The well-known file sync products like
Dropbox and Google Drive provide
universal access via an extremely simple
user interface. Enterprise Content
Management (ECM) products like
Microsoft SharePoint, EMC Documentum,
OpenText etc lack this convenience. While
‘accessible’ on all platforms, it is only via
a complex web interface, that business
users find hard to use. Good native
interfaces are sorely lacking.

The Universal Information
Management Platform,
the solution you can use
for your Digital Workspace.

The Enterprise Content Management (ECM) and File Sync landscape, Universal Information
Management (UIM) is located between ECM and File Sync, integrate the best of both worlds.

The AIRworkspace Universal Information Management Platform

The best and affordable foundation
for your Digital Workspace
High cost

Basic

Complex

Low cost
AIRworkspace is not another File Sync product like DropBox
or Google Drive and is not a Microsoft SharePoint or EMC
Documentum product that comes with a huge overhead of
never used functionalities. Furthermore, you don’t need months
of consultant services to get the solution up and running.

AIRworkspace offers you the best of both worlds, Enterprise
Content Management Functionalities with universal access via
an extremely simple user interface on all devices. Our WorkAIR
Windows desktop client works on Microsoft Windows 7 up and
inclusive Windows 10. Open and save Office 2013 & 2016 files.

Benefits & Features
Access access, view and
manage files directly on your
phone, tablet, PC or Mac.

Search All your content is full
text indexed, so you can find
your information in seconds.

Security secure content with
encryption and automatic
logout when the app is closed.

Sharing share files easily
through a link.

User Rights LDAP / Active
Directory integration.

Secure sharing capabilities
add a password on your
shared content.

Calendar Share and
Synch your appointments
between mobile devices,
create a Group or Project
Calendar or private calendar
to synch appointments with
your peers.

Contacts Create a central
point for your contacts and
Synch these between your
devices.

Collaboration collaborate
with your colleagues by
sharing files and folders.

Encryption File based encryp
tion, server or user based.
Multilanguage Language
choice for web interface.

Easy user interface.
Development Continuously
improving
Integration Connect your
Home Shares and Group
Shares, FTP, WebDAV and
many more to your account
and access from one point.
Transparent Seamless inte
gration into your organization,
no data movement needed.
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